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-irerntlr Linclfors 

Amos Tutuola is one of the great eccentrics 
-fo C,l,.ar /es (a._ [<)CC()... itrMtr-} CJ,11-J. £-:,+fur /ffh()._ 7u_f/,<.o/P--

in Abeokuta, Western Nigeria (now Ogun State)) in 

in African literature . Born 

1920, educated no more than 
/\. 

six years in missionary primary schools, trained as a coppersmith during~ 
. 1r 

~ World War, and employed as a messenger and storeroom clerk throughout 
/\ 

most of his adult life, he appears to be the kind of man least likely to win 

an international reputation as an author. Indeed, considering his cultural 

background, minimal education
1
and lack of literary sophistication, it is 

surprising that he began writing at all and even more astonishing that he chose 
· na+ive 

to write in English rather than in Yoruba, his -mother tongue. His works are 
I\ 

crudely constructed, severely restricted in narrative range, and marred by 

gauche grammatical blunders; yet aided by a remarkably vigorous imagination, 

he has been able to turn some of these liabilities into great assets, thereby 

fortuito~ transcending his own natural limitations as an inexperienced man 

of letters. Like the heroes in his stories, Tutuola seems amply blessed with 

both genius and good luck. 

He began his literary career almost by accident. In fact, if postfwar . ...__:_/ 

demobilization in Nigeria had not thrown him out of work as a coppersmith in 
sho~ v -~ RAF and . i:~is own s~~:.~:_~~~: -- ~-~:_o_~~.:__:,~ -=~-~blish a smit~had not failed, 

(/ he probably never would have turned to writing. A~ wa~nly after he had 
I pc5j.lf on 
! taken a job as a messenger in the Labour Department in Lagos in 1948, a~ 

\ did i 
\ that left him with plenty of free time on his hands, that- he begin to write 
\ ~t A /\ 

\ ~on pieces of scrap paper English versions of the stories he claims to 
\ ~ 

\ have 

\ lish 

Ar~ 

heard old people tell in Yoruba. He did not originally intend to pub-

these jottings; he was merely try.ing to relieve his boredom by occupy-

he 
iof-€t hal 

wq,i,f o,c /.., 
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ing his time in a profitable manner. 

But after he had been engaged in this pastime awhile, something must have 
/\. 

urged him to put these stories into a longer narrative sequence and to seek 

publication abroad . In the late 1940s he wrote to Focal Press, an English 

publisher of photography books, asking if they would care to consider a man

uscript about spirits in the Nigerian bush illustrated by photographs of the 

spirit~ The director of the press, amused by the offer, replied that he wouid 

indeed be interested in looking at such a 

Tutuola's flrst long narr~tive, ~he Wild 

manuscript . Several months later 

+i..e .;t- (eytri-luq//f.f 

IJ ' }· keJ in NB'J-)> 
ylA.l1 IJ arrived in London . wrapped in brown paper, 

Hunter in the Bush of
1
,_Ghosts A .J 

rolled up like a magazine, and bound 
/\ 

with twine. -The sixteen photographic negatives accompanying the seventy

six-page handwritten manuscript turned out to be snapshots of hand-drawn . 

sketches of spirits featured in the story. A reputable publisher of tech

nical books~on photography obviously could not print such a tale, but the 

director of- Focal Press, impressed by the amount of labor that had gone into 

writing out the story in longhand, 
-fl'ilt{- tU-tv.c>ltt-

felt the author deserved some compensation 
I\. 

for his efforts . and therefore bought the manuscript for a nominal sum. He 

had absolutely no intention of publishing it and believed no other publisher 

in London would seriously consider bringing out such a book. He himself 

was interest·ed in-·it onl y as a curiosity and · conversation piece. 
--ni Q. b (JO):._ . 

Reading thio mant1serip-t today, one wonders whether Tutuola's unusual 
A 

literary career would have been quite the same if ~e \lild .Hunter in the 
~ .,?-; . 

Bush of A Ghosts had been his first publis~ed book. In ilOSt respects it 
111... ) 

closely resembles his later books but i t also contains a few idiosyncrasies~ 

_that make it uai~~ -Like the others, it is an episodic adventure story told 

in the ~irst person by a hero who has been forced to undertake a lo.pg, 
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hazardous journey in a spirit-infested wilderness. As he wanders from one vi}l4Je 

~to another in this ghostly forest seeking a way home, he encounters @ 
strange creatures and experiences extreme deprivations, ·tortures) and other or-J. e(l)S 

~ttiaameat~hat test his mettle and ingenuity. Fortunatelyra generous 

legacy of protective medicine (in this case, the ~ju./;f his father, a 

famous hunter and magician) enables him to survive any ordeals he fails to avoid 

through cunning or chance. After decades of such exploits, which include 

visits to both heaven and hell, the Wild Hunter finally returns to the human 

world and offers hi~ people the benefits of his knowledge of other realms. 

The story i~ divided~eatly into seven parts, the opening chapter 

being the narrator's recollection of q.~is father .' s life story 
.ftt-r~~r 1'he oJJ M~ill 

as told to him 

before the aJ:.d-man died: -His father had also been 
I\ /'I. 

the night transported to the 

bush of ghosts many years earlier)when he had been swallowed by a one-legged 

ghost while hunting big game, but he had suffered only six months of colorful 

horrors before managing to escape. The narrator begins his own autobiography 

in the next chapter, which opens with a brief account of his father's death 

followed by a detailed description of how he himself was drawn ineluctably 
iwl.-

into the "First Town of the Ghosts in the Bush of/\Ghosts." After a succes-

sion of misadventures involving tree¼hosts, dead-smelling ghosts, and~ 

. \ /\ u·l . . '\ ~ equestrian ghosts' he succeeds in slipping out of town only to be 
.• , ~'O,, 
1/ captured again early in the next chapter by a short, stout, taper-headed, 

hungry ghost who conveys him to the subterranean "Second Town of the Ghosts." 

So it goes, chapter by chapter, town by town, with the narrator facing in 

each episode two or three major threats on his life and numerous petty 

harassments until he reaches the Fourth Town, where he is sheltered. in a 
_ghosf-

Salvation Army church run by~ saintly South African named Victoria Juliana. 
A 
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This woman died prematurely at age twelve, more. than twenty years earlier 
('. 

than predestined, so she was biding her time before ascension into heaven by 

performing good works. She had even started a school for illiterate young 

ghosts, a school she persuades the Wild Hunter to attend. He does so well 

in his studies that eventually he is appointed/eadmaster, a position he 

surrenders after her ascension, when the pupils begin to act unruly. 
i-r 

From there he moves on to the Fifth Town, the abode of the Devil:~ is 
/\, 

pictured as a well-organized minifstate with a huge standing army, an ef~ 
~ 

ficient Engineering Department that controls the fuel supply for all four 

subdivisions of;{ell, a Correspondence Section in the Devil's_fafice that 

~p~~ . 
employs ~clerks, and an Employment Exchange Office that keeps exten-

sive records on all sinners,h~1!'man and ghostly. Tutuola's vision of}full as 
I\ 

a vast bureaucracy is one of the most entertaining conceptions in the whole 
. I 

storyih'something no doubt inspired by the government offices in Lagos with 

Which his job brought him into regular contact. In this comically Kafkaesque 

underworld there is even a Labour Headquarters run by afannnissioner-oP2-

L~o~amed "Deat~' who is "the Devil's Cousin." ft is not: elea:r whetl~ 

M-s-app-ei-R-ti-meR.t-t.o-.t.-h;is-.p-os t --was -the--r, esul t .o.f -inf.ernal-nepa t ism~ 

The final stop for the Wild Hunter :is ;Heaven) which, despite its "Glor

ious Technicolors" and busy orchestras, is a mild let-down for the reader 

after the hilarious vibrancy of_}i'ell. Though the Wild Hunter is still a 

living human being, he gains admission to ;leaven through the intervention of 

his old friend and mentor Victoria Juliana
1
who gives him a grand tour of the 

facilities · before arranging his split-second return trip to earth. Then, just 

before bringing his story to an appropriate moral conclusion, the Wild Hunter 

pauses briefly for a commercial: he announces that he will transmit written 
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messages via Victoria Juliana to any dead person in heaven the reader may wish 

to contact, if the reader will be careful to print the name of the person or 

persons clearly in capital letters on the back of an envelope containing the 

message and enclose this envelope in another along with a five shilling postal 

order or money order to cover expenses. The second envelope should be ad

dressed to: 

•'WILD-HUNTER" 
AMOS TUTUOLA . 
, VAUGHAN STREET 
EBUTTE-METTA (LAGOS) NIGERI~, 

The Wild Hunter had made a similar offer just after leavingfall. Any ~eader 

who wanted to find out if his or her name was included in the Devil's Records 

Office (thereby indicating that the person was classified a sinner and would 

ultimately wind up inj(ell) could follow the same procedure, addressing the 

inserted envelope to; 

His Majesty's the King of the Hell, 
17896, Woe Lane, 

5th Town of Ghosts, 
Bush of Ghosts, 

Hell, 

and mailing the entire packet and five-shilling fee to the same address in 

+ 
Ebute-Metta. 

/\. 

Anyone familiar with Tutuola's other works will recognize in this syn-

.So~t r<t::_ f1.--e.. ~ 
opsis a number e-t features that place T~h_e_W~i~l~_d_H_u_n_t_e_r_i_n_t~h~e"---Bush of Ghosts" 

I\. - -------

in the same distinctive narrative tradition. First there is the monomythic/ 

cyclical structure of the story, involving a~parture, an/4.itiation,and a 

/eturn. Th~n there is the loosely coordinated internal structure)~rnich iTthe 

result of a concatenation of discrete fictive units strung together on the 

lifeline of a fabulous hero in an almost random order 

~ -

- -~----------------- . The hero ·M.mssJl-is a 
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I 
composite of the most popular 

Ql"l'tf. I 

folktale protagonists/y\,hunter, magician, trick-

ster, superman, culture hero-~and some of the adventures he relates closely 
A M /rJr ex. ct,;,,, f I e ) 

resemble episodes in well-known Yoruba yarns (~a half-bodied ghost, 

similar to the half-bodied child found not only in folktales but also in 
CICJ5";t.J 

Tutuola's The Palm-Wine Drinkardl torments the Wild Hunter before he gets to 
/\ 

the Fifth Town of Ghost~). Moreover, certain motifs_, such as the facile shift-

ing of bodily shapes, the contests between rival magicians, and the encounters 

with monsters, mutants1and multiform ghosts clearly derive from oral tradition. 

The story is a collage of borrowed materials put together in an eclectic 

manner by a resourceful raconteur working well within the conventions gov

erning oral storytelling . 

~} Yet there are signs of literary influence too. 
0 

The narrative frame}_ 
M 
I a hunter's memoirs prefaced by a brief biography of the hunter's father- -appears 

to have been inspired by D~- Fagunwa' s Ogboju ode. uinu igbo irunna1e'J!__iJ~), 8, 
which uses the s ame device. Indeedrthe ~ title of Tutuola's story~ 

Y.ild H1:1nter ia the B:1:1:oa r;:,~s ~ cJ.ase to Fagunwa' s "The Brave 

Hunter in the Forest of Four Hundred Spirits" (a literal translation of Ogboju 

ode..::S), suggesting a strong kindred relationship between the text~possibly 
-:--.....__,, ~la.j i~r--;s,,,.. 
bordering on illegitimaey0 In any case, no one could deny that they belong to 

/\. 

the same family of letters. 

Certainly there are striking similarities in some of the events recounted. 

For instance, in the course of fighting with a fierce ghost in the First Town· 

of Ghos ts, Tutuola's Wild Hunter breaks his cutlass on his adversary's body and 

the ghost calmly repairs it and returns it to him so they can resume their 

battle; F~gunwa's Akara-Ogun is offered the same strange courtesy in his duel 

wit~ Ag.bako, a mcfster he meets in his first sojourn to Irunmale. ··· Nextlthe 
ll 
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Wild Hunter is victimized by a ghost who mounts and rides him as a horse; so 

is Akara-Ogun. ·- Both books tell of encounters with one-legged ghosts, four

arl~ 
headed ghosts, ghosts who want to learn how to cook , ghosts with major social 

(' 

and psychological problems. Furthermorerthere are suggestive resemblances 

between parts of Tutuola's story and parts of Fagunwa's second novel Igbo 

Olodumare, which ,1..)--published in 1948, apparently the year Tutuola began 

writing. Such a plethora of motif~c parallel s, added to the structural sim-
\....:/ 

ilarities)already not~establishes beyond doubt that Fagunwa had an imp6rt-

ant formative influence on Tutuola's mode of writing. It is true tha;;rboth 

writers made extensive use of the techniques and materials of indigenous oral 

lore, but Tutuola appears to have learned from Fagunwa how to transmute this 

oral art into written art . 
/t,t,{v.o /ri., Jqh 11 _{J""-y,...J~"''s 

And Fagunwa wasn't his only teacher. "'had also read ~Pilgrim's 
(2. V6 lU"1iS , /0781 /(p81f) :-

Progress and The Arabian Nights, .: classic adventure stories fabricated out of 
/\ 

a chain of old tales loosely linked together. Events in Bunyan1 s narrative
1

such 

as Christian's fight with the monster Apollyon; his scalings of the Hill Dif

ficulty and the Delectable Mountains; ~nd his visits to Vanity Fair, Doubting 

Castle, the Palace Beautiful, and the Celestial Cit1,may have served as di stant 

models for some of the Wild Hunter's peripatetic adventures. Certainly there is 

the same element of restless questing, with the pilgrim either struggling 
~e. n«.triank..:ncL 

against fearsome adversaries or learning the ways of God, Devil>and4 · 
,._ 

through discussions with helpful advisers . At one point even the Wild Hunter 

~urns evangelist when he meets a ghost named Woe
7
who had been expelled 

from/4aven for bad behavior and punished in~ll for sixty-five years before 

being rusticated to the Third Town of Ghosts to live for eternity among t he 

"wild beasts, poisonous snakes and scorpions'l'• '? 
\..__,/}tt> bl/<_ I 
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~ After the ghost related his story like that, I was very sorry for 

him, and I advised him that if he could change his bad character, 

the God Almighty may take you away from these punishments, but he 

8 

change his bad character~ said immediately, that he could not 

and he said he was waiting for more 
1} . c.._ 

punishments from God. ~s.-,-p-.-26~ 

CWhen ) ----- ... ... .......... __ 
the Wild Hunter offers this ghost a drink of water to slake his~ 

--five yearS---~ thirst, the ghost consumes no more than two drops before being 

transformed into a little hill near the way to/eaven. The Wild Hunter decides 

to write the ghost's name on the hill "for~ bad ghosts to see when-" 

ever they would pass, and as a remembrance." 

This vignette illustrates one point 

in the Bush of~osts~nd the ~books 

of difference between ~e Wild 
l{(-tuo/a_ lcrfer wr-ofe: 

Lhat .rell~;,eel. it.:_ missionary 
I\ 

Hunter 

Christianity was a major theme in Tutuola's earliest writing. Although this 

I tO ,n ·-lhe we/ l-/4viocor1 
theme was to resurface in some of his later works--~ the famous episode 

(tf1S->t) /r'l /\. 
in My Life in the Bush of GhostsAin which the narrator meets his dead cousin 

who has established in the 10th Town of Ghosts a~ucc~ssful Methodist 

Church with more than a thousand provincial branches over which he presides 
-, J 

as bishop at annual Synod meetings ·--Ulli Beier was ~right to note 
. M 
I S \._....--"' . . 

that Tutuola ~ not the Christian moralist that Fagunwa was. -~-'.- Neverthe-

(§; 

less, it is· no: clear from this new cc;,r:flU3 of evidence that ~~ed ~ 
a position much closer to Fagunwa spiritually than has hitherto been recog~ 

nized. They both began as didactic writers combining Christian theology with 

traditional Yoruba moral wisdom, but Tutuola, after initially following 

Fagunwa's example in Africanizing Bunyan, returned to more indigenous sources 

of artistic inspiration and wrote less-homiletic secular sagas. 

Another exceptional feature of~ Wild Hunter in the Bush of~~sts..P-
7\ 
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is what might be termed its autobiographical content . Tutuola had attended a 

Salvation Army school, had served briefly in a branch of the military service, 

and was working in a government office in Lagos while writing this story. 

It is not surprising, then, to find him inserting in his narrative fairly 

elaborate descriptions of Victoria Juliana's school, the Devil's army, or the 

crowded offices of£11. He was obviously using his own firstXhand experience 
V 

of such places as the basis for his fantasies. The story may thus be said to 

have a greater fidelity to actual circumstances and scenes in terrestrial life 
r@a.Jt.r.r 

than is usually the case in Tutuola's fiction: ~are still in an imaginary 

garden, but it appears to have some _freakishly real toads in it. 

Yet it must be admitted that~ Wild Hunter in the Bush o~osts.,:r-

is neither Tutuola's most interesting narrative nor his most accomplished. 

Indeed0udities abound, and there are moments when spectacularly outlandish 

happenings are robbed of imaginative intensity by colorless narration. The 

tale is obviousl y the work of a novice writer, in this ca.sean apprentice crafts

'lar-J i e '>-man with no formal training~ Had it been published~ 
0 

~ it would not have generated the same excitement among readers overseas 

as did his next narrative, a bizarre yarn with the improbable title~ 

Wine Drinkard and His Dead Palm~Wine Tapster in the Deads' Town.#--------. ... - ·-~--------- ......, _ ______ , ___ _ 
Tutuola was ve-8-.iucky to get this second story published and luckier 

still that it happened to become a commercial success. Tutuola had origin

ally submitted the manuscript to Lutterworth Press, a missionary publisher for 

the United Society for Christian Literature, in response to an advertisement 

in a Nigerian magazine listing books they had published by African authors. 

Two of the editors at Lutterworth ~ere intrigued by the story and passed 

it on first to an educational publisher, Thomas Nelson and Sons, who rejected 
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it outright, and then to Faber and Faber, who had the courage to publish it in 

May 19 52. ·' ~- The book might have sunk 

enthusiastically reviewed a few weeks 
pu~ It\ h t.J. 

rapidly into obscurity had it not been 
. ( I, .Jkl :J Jtl'S,;t ) 

later by Dylan Thomas in 1'j/Observerk 

Within a year Grove Press ..b,rgugat ett-t,. an American edition) which won similar 

" acclaim, and neither edition has ...eveigone out of print. By 1978 more than 

ninety thousand copies of The Palm-Wine ·Drinkard had been sold ~ 

In Nigeria, however, Tutuola's writing did not get such a friendly recep-
~ 

tion. Educated Nigerians were shocked to learn that a book written in su~ 

standard English by a lowly Lagos messenger was being lionized abroad, and they 

were contemptuous of Tutuola's efforts when they saw that he had borrowed 

heavily from both oral tradition and the works of Fagunwa. Some Yoruba readers 

went so far as to say he had plagiarized from these sources, creating nothing 

startlingly new or original in the process and often mangling the best of the 

material he forged. To them he was not a naive)native genius endowed with 

a protean imagination but rather a bungling literary burglar with no imag

.ination at all.~- ./ 

The book that sparked such controversy was summarized by Dylan Thomas 

Gief, thronged, grisly and bewitching story, or series of 

storiesr •• Jabout the journey of an expert and devoted palm

wine drinkard through a nightmare of indescribable adventures, 

all simply and carefully described, in the spirit-bristling 

bush. From the age of ten he drank 225 kegs a day, and wished 

to do nothing else; he knew what was good for him, it was just 

what the witch-doctor ordered. But when his tapster fell from 

a tree and died, and as, naturally, he himself tid not satisfy 



with water as with palm-wine~he 

)) 
tapster in Deads' Town. 

set out to search f or the . 

, ,./ / 

off, 

____ ,.,. / 
his was the devil- -or, rather, the many'----";~vils--9{ a way 

" ··. / ·, . / 
among those creatures, dubiously alive, wh01Il he encount-

e an image with two long b: -~~sts with di eyes; a 

image; a quarter-of- a-mil> t ~ta~ ranger wi th no 

head, feet o hands, but one large eye on his topmost; an un

soothing somet~'ng with flood-light eye~./ ~ig·· as a hippopotamus 

but walking uprig t; animals cold as i¢e and hairy as sandpaper, 
I I 

; 
who breathed very h°{ steam and sounded like church bells; and a 

"beautiful complete g\tleman" w;°( as he went throu~h _the forest, 

returned the hired parti\_of his/body to their owners, at the 
\ - .. 

\ .' 
same time paying rentage, aµd ., soon became a full-bodied gentleman 

reduced to skull. 

\ : 

\ ' . 
/ ' 

,' \ 
Luckily, the drinkar4' fo~a a fine wife on his travels, 

/ ' ' \ 

and she b~re him a chil/ from her '..~humb; but the child turned 
/ \. 

out to be abnormanl, j pyromaniac, a \~masher to death of domestic 

animals, and. a biggf drinkard than it~\ father, who was forced 
. I \ 

to burn it to .ashe's. And out of the ashe~· .. appeared a half-
. . / . '\ 

bodied child, t 4 king with a "lower voice like a telephone"[ . •• ] 
I ' 

I ' There is, lat~r, one harmonious interlude in the, Father-Mother's 
! \ 

house, or :~ical, 't~chni-colour night-club, in a ·t-\: e that 

takes phot.6graphs; and one beautiful moment of rej oici,ng, when 

Drum, sf, and Dance, '~·hree tree fellows, perform upo~ . 

selves and the dead arise, and the animals, 

of bush dance together. But mostly it's 

11 
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is pure fantasy, a voyage of the imagination into a never-never land of magic, 

marvel~ and monsters. But the beings and doings in this fantasy world are not 

entirely unfamiliar. The journey to the land of the dead, the abnormal con

ception, the monstrous child, the enormous drinking capacity, the all-pro

viding magical object, the treetpirits, the personif~cations, the fabulous 
I o+whiOI\ 

monsters--these are standard materials of oral tradition, the stuff folktales 

~r-rt-::rH-'""TTITI~~-=- f\.. are made,;g} all over the -w~ 

The palm wind"drin~r,-,himself appears at first to be an unpromising 

hero. He has, after all, done nothing but drink palmtwine all his life. But 

once he starts on his journey to Deads' Town
1
his extraordinary cleverness and 

.....---i 
unusual powers of endurance enable him to circumvent or survive numerous misr 

~ 

adventures, He carries with him a substantial supply of juju so he can trans-

form himself at will whenever he gets into a tight corner. However, even 
V L-- antl.. 1 ,,, 

though he is partftrickster, part1magician, part[superman, he cannot over-
/\ 

c_ome every adversary or extricate himself from every difficult situation; 

supernatural .helpers have to come to his assistance from time to time. Even-

tually he finds his tapster in Deads' Town but cannot persuade him to 

the world of the "alives." The pal.m--~;rine._ drin~rr and his wife leave 

retenter 
(._/ 

Deads' 

Town and, :,.several adventures later, arrive home only to discover that their 

people are starving, Heaven and Land have had a bitter quarrel and Heaven has 

refused to send rain to Land. The ensuing drought and famine have killed 

miliions. The ~drink~rrsprings into action and in a short time 
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manages to feed the remaining multitudes, settle the cosmic dispute, end the 

drought and famine, and restore the world to normal functioning order. The 

unpromising hero,who had set out on his quest with limited powers and purely 

selfish ambitions becomes in the end a miracle worker, the savior and benefac-

h,{' 
tor of all mankind . He changes, in other words, from a typical folktale hero 

/l \..../ 

into a typical epic hero. Such a change does not take him outside the stream 

of oral tradition. 

~snot difficult t~ prove tl~y of the folktales Tutuola uses in 

The Palm-Wine Drinkard exist in Yoruba oral tradition. Any sizable collection 

of Yoruba tales will yield ~arallels, and some of Tutuola 1 s most 

striking. episodes can be found in more than one collection. For example, 

the celebrated passage in which a "beautiful complete gentleman'~ lures a lady 

deep into the forest and then dismembers himself, returning the hired parts 

of his body to their owners and paying rentage until he is reduced to a humming 

skull, appears in at least seven different versions in Yoruba folktale col

lections : ·- There are almost as many texts of the incident of the all-pro-

viding magical object,which produces first an abundance of food and later an 
ft,f.1)A,o/~'s I 

other tales and motifs in ~book--the quarrel 
/\- M 

~~ 

abundance of whips. - _,. - Many 

between heaven and earth, the carrying of a sacrifice to heaven, the tiny crea-

ture that makes newlytcleared· fields sprout 

I 
weeds, the enfant ,terriyl~, c.t,,n,L.--

/ J //I I J 

the magical transformations--can be documented 
M..__ 

.as traditional among the Yoruba.· 

For those that cannot be so documented we have the word of Adeboye Babalola, 

~ a prominent Yoruba scholar, 
/ tMWfYi '.) 11.~_5) ._-ptqf.-:, 

~ whi::. Mtrifu i11 "Jori,,.b(j__ h)A ¾lir ••. { 13_/_a_c"'-_ D_r.,_f_he_u_s 

..______----,.. c.__71 the Yoruba are lovers of the marvellous, the awe-inspiring, 

/1\ft 

bfk, 
the weird, the eerie. It is a small minori ty of [Yoruba] 

folk-tales that concern human beings only. The great majority 
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of the tales feature human beings, animals behaving like humans 7 

-)) . 
and often also superhuman beings: dem~_ns_, ____ ogres,···de~ 

rFurther confirmation of Tutuola's debt to Yoruba oral tradition comes from~. 

~oruba critics who insist that his stories are well~own. 
¾{es 

The1\. are known not only in Yorubaland but throughout West Africa . The 
J , .s hrs 

distinguished anthropologist Melville Herskovits remark~in ~introduction 
A T, ~ 

11./S"g 
to aAcollection of Fon ~ales from Dahomey (now the Republic of Benin) that 

"it will be instructive for one who reads the narratives in this volume to go 

to Tutuola's books with the motifs and orientations of the tales given here 
_(Pahorne.a,11'\ 1/g_rnrrill.fJ, 

in mind. He will find them allr"A· Though this is certainly an overstate-

ment, it serves to emphasize the fact that folktales known to the Yoruba are 

known to other West African peoples as well. Tutuola's tale of the self-dis-

membering "complete gentleman," for !~:::!!, has been found not only among 
/\ 1.gl,,o 

the Fon but also among the tte and Ibibio of Nigeria and the Krio of Sierra 
-~ . c6tic. 

Leone • .-_ i, __ , According to Jack Berry, the tale of the magical food-and-whips 
l' 

producer is ~idely distributed in West Africa, as are tales of ogres and 

other supernatural beings • .. ,._. Alice 
I 'f &'1 

Werner7in her study of African mythology, 
I' 

reports that stories of people who have penetrated into the world of ghosts 

and returned "are not uncommon" and that shape-shifting transformations are 

not only present in many folktales but also "are believed in as actual occur

rences at the present day." · _ 1 Thus The Palm-Wine Drinkard, a lineal descendant 

of Yoruba oral tradition, hails from a large extended family of West African 

oral narratives. 

What has been said about The Palm-Wine Drinkard also applies to Tutuola's 

other books, for his method and content have not changed much over the years. 

The quest pattern basic to his · fiction has already been described; _~ 
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---<<lirouglwl~:~:~~ena~ed-foli<tale oclven~ 

finding w 1 ~-.-.--4 )!hough Tutuola varies this pattern from book to book, 

he never abandons it entirely. He never chooses a totally different pattern. 

One suspects that his roots in oral tradition run so deep that he knows of no 

other way to compose book-length fiction. 

Nevertheless, minor changes in Tutuola's writing are worth noting, for 

they reveal that though Tutuola has not moved any great distance from where 

he was in 1948
1
when he began writing The Palm-Wine Drinkard, he has not been 

standing still all these years. His most radical departure from the quest 

pattern+ in-Mo 7My Life in the Bush of Ghosts)~ which 

opens with its narrator hero, a boy of seven, being maltreated and abandoned 
'-...,I 

by his stepmothers, separated from his older brother, and left to wander in 

the bush during a tribal war. Frightened by the sounds of gunfire and unable 

to distinguish between bad and goo~ he enters the Bush of Ghosts and spends 

the next twenty-four years wandering in an African spirit world replete with 

towns, kings, civic ceremonies, festivals, law courts, and even his cousin's 

Methodist church. He has experiences both harrowing 
he 

point considers taking up permanent residence in the 
I\ 

and happy)and at one 

.?(cth !_own of Jhosts.,.,J-

with his dead cousin, but he can't bring himself to do it because he keeps 

longing to return to his earthly home. In this respect he morQ :eea4 re

sembles the protagonist of ~utttola's earliest stary~~he Wild Hunter in the 
~ .,__. 

Bush of Ghosts,_.... And like the ~eus , r machina that appears at the 
f 7 I 7 I 7 

that story, eventually a "Television-handed ghostess" t:ui:ns up and 

end of 
..,/J.i e 1 "'-' "J ~ alt 

helps him 
/\. 

to escape so that he is reunited with his mother and brother and begins to 

lead a more-normal life. 
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be termed a quest . 

the hero ' s journey cannot really 

it as a "West African Odyssey,'~ 

and Gerald Moore sees it as "a kind of extended Initiation or 'rite of passage ' 

, •• • ror Purgatory [in which the] initiation of the boy-hero is not sought, 

but is imposed upon him as the price of his development into full understanding. " 

Both of these interpretations are apt, but they presuppose a degree of premedi

tation, of careful organization and methodical development, which cannot be 

found in the story. Again the plot consists of a string of looselytconnected 

episodes ~n a random ·sequence. There is a distinct beginning and a 

distinct en~but the middle is a muddle, When Geoffrey Parriader ask~a.,.. 

~B--J::.easoa--.E-O-r-t:-'he4'tppa-i,e.n-tJ.¥,--haphaz.a:r:.d.....o.rde.:i::-G-f·-t:-he-t·owas- Gf..-..E.h-e-g~ 

j.p,_th..i-s-- l:rcrok;-T--atu-61.l:!.--r-~pl"'i'E!d-:-- -'.'That 4.s-.. the_order.....in-wh-i-ch-±-ea.me--t-G--t~ 
. n j 

~confirm~the improvisatory nature of Tutuola's _art. · He moves 
. Q.f/J6d~ 

from one t....l-& to another not by calculation but by chance . And when he gets 
I' 

to the end of the chain, when all conflicts are resolved and his hero returns 

to a state of equilibrium, as most folktale heroes do, Tutuola rounds of f the 

narrative with a moral: "This is what hatred did. " The moral reminds t he 
/""I 

reader that the hero's sufferings and misfortunes can be blamed on his stepf 
l._./ 

mothers,who rejected him twenty-four years before . Tutuola thus ends his story 

in typical folktale fashion by using it to teach a lesson about human behavior. 

In his ~Simbi and the Satyr of t he Dark Jungle (1955)r Tutuola 
.s /t_ 

returnf\ to the quest pattern. Beautiful Simbi, an only child who has never 

known poverty and punishment, desires to set out on a journey "to know and 

experience their difficulties . " Her mother and others warn her not to, but 
/Owa,r-J ---h-ie e ,i,d_ C7{ flie t fD ,<:J·> 

she feels she must. Gue hun<ire~ at1.'1 tweaty page.! lat-e~ she is fed up with 

poverty and punishment. She has been kidnapped, sold into slavery, b eaten, 
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starved, almost beheaded, set afloat on a river in a sealed coffin, carried 

off by an eagle, imprisoned in a tree trunk, half-swallowed by a boa constric

tor, attacked by a satyr, shrunk and put in a bottle, bombarded by a stone-

ititt> 
carrying phoenix, and petrified }-r( a rock. Fortunately )"she is a talented 

girl who can sing well enough to wake the dead
1

and she gets plenty of assist

ance from girlrfriends, gods) and a friendly gnome, so that in the end she 
\...../ 

manages to return home to her mother. Then, <'having rested for some days, she 
. , . 

was going from house to house 'Ah_. ua,warning all the children that it was a 

great mistake to a girl who did not obey her parents·.:" Simbi, too, has a 

lesson to teach. 

Although it resembles Tutuola's other books in matter and manner, Simbi 

h i's 
and the Satyr of the Dark Jungle marks a new stage in ~development 

I' 
as a writer, for it displays definite signs of formal literary influence. 

It was the first of his published works to be divided into numbered chapters, 

each encompassing a major adventure, and the only one to be written in the 
f• i'lt of- v,t.~'-' rio+e.J.. 

third-perso°K Geralcr°Moore has~ that it contains far more dialogue 

and more frequent adverbial "stage directions" than the earlier books. ·

Furthermoref"there are creatures such as goblins, imps, a gnome, myrmidon, 

phoenix, nymph, and satyr whose names, at leastJderive from European myth

ology. And there i~one passage whici}-so closely resembles an episode in a 

Yoruba novel by~agunwa that it is difficult to believe that they could 

have been created independently of one another. ~ • 

must have been doing 
,es fe.dive 

some reading between~ 

It is clear ~Tutuola 

1952;-;nd ~ 1954, 

the dates My Life in 
/\. 

the Bush of Ghosts and Simbi and the Satyr of the Dark 

l,~t_L 
Jungle were submitted for publication')- - Alben Eric Larrabee interviewed him 

" ~Tutuola owned no books and did not think of 

lr ../lie 4,-f; de • Pal1r1-r,,li•, P6nk•d- Seard«s 

{')._, "'j /ll~'i)) 

himself·- as an author~ - --
~ @ 

-hJ, (I.. f~S f--,_r, 11 /l_(J,pOr-ttr ) 
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1nfuol~ 
published, another iaterviewer fottfta ehat h&.. 

.Jnd. ~ecided to attend evening classes to o/;'.mprove<=f himsel~ ~ 

fmightj develop into what he- ~es-er-:Hies 

his 
as 'a tea:!: w Fieer "~-: Reading was 

no doubt a part of T.J1tnaJ a~ program for self-improvement. When Larrabee offered 
/\. ---7 

to send him books, Tutuola requested A Survey of .Economi,c/Education published 
\. _____ -> ( J 9 ':;;t) 

by the Brookings Institution, Aldous Huxley's The Devils of Loud~ and "some E 
other books which contain stories like that of the P.W.D. [The Palm- Wine 

Drinkard] which· are written by either West Africans., White men or Negroes, etc." 

Larrabee recalls 

enjoy were Joyce 
C iq 1et :J .. ,,..-- l c.dJ\ , 

that 7of the other books sent, "the two he sg_emed-- most to ~ 

Cary's Mr. Johnson and Edith Hamilton's Mytholp%y, which he ~ 
said contained stories similar 

lli Surpris i na I'! '-tt1e.re tf.r-!
~urprisfng th~14.o f:i:tHi traces 

/\ . _/_,/' . [cA,.;u.10 ~.,;e,.u, Nr, 
to those he had heard alr-a-i!hild'r,';,, ~ill<?; 
of literary influence in Simbi and the Satyr /llldll!) 

I\ 
of the Dark Jungle. -B'etween 1952 and 195hutuola was becoming conscious 

of himself as an author, was reading more widely, and was trying hard to~ 

prove~is writing. He could still tell only one kind of story, but should 

the traditional wellspring ever fail to provide him with sufficient material,

he could now turn to a number ~ther sources for ~inspiration. 

J 
Tutuola ~succee{in improving the structure of his narratives consid-

erably , , His~thre:books do not--dHfe:c ma.E_(,ed.ly f:roro bis ~~ in-
1 "' .... 
C) e.34 ~\ ·. ...-\ 

cr.mtent Ot:--Uar-rative- p;gtte:rt:,~ they xnd 1 like Simbi tm:a. the SatyY of the".. 

. Dark lu~s~to be organized into ~more neatly demarcated chapters. 

In The Brave African Huntress (1958) and Ajaiyi and hi s I nherited Poverty (1967), 

he adopted the practi·ce of citing one or more proverbs at the head of a chapter 

and then using the action in that chapter to illustrate the proverbs. In 

Feather Woman of the Jungle (1962), his most-stylized work, h e created an 

AraQian Nights structure by having a 6-year-old chief entertai n villagers 

-Sp 
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every night for ten nights with accounts of his past adventures. Both of 

these narrative techniques must have entered literature from oral tradition. 

If Tutuola picked them up from his reading, as appears likely, he is to be 

commended for selecting those chat suited his material perfectly. Using such 

techniques he could remain a raconteur and at the same time could link and 

unify his concatenated tales more effectively. 

The tales were still woven into the familiar quest pattern. Adebisi, 

the heroine in The Brave African Huntress, ventures into the dangerous Jungle 

of the Pigmies to rescue her four brothers. The chief in Feather Woman of the 

Jungle sets out on a series of hazardous journeys in quest of treasure and 

adventure. Ajaiyi in Ajaiyi and his Inherited Poverty simply wants to get out 

of debt and is willing to go to the Creator, the God of Iron, the Devil, and 

assorted witches, witchdoctors1and wizards to ask for help. 

adventurers, after a succession of ups and downs,. achieves 

Each of the~ 
or ~«-r 

his objective. 
A 

As for the tales themselves, Tutuola appears to have continued to rely 

more heavily on traditional Yoruba material than on non-Yoruba material. In 

The Brave African Huntress there are references to "elves, genii, goblins, 

demons, imps, gnomes,' and a "cyclops-like creature, 11 ..., / but the actual monsters ,e H -"" b le 
encountered and the adventures undergone are not l:Hlli!te--those in Tutuola's 

/\ 

earlier books. The episode in which Adebisi -the hantresi-"cuts the hair of the 

king of Ibembe Town and discovers he has horns has been cited by cri tics as a 

possible example of European or Indian influence because it resembles the story 

of King Midas and the Ass's Ears, .:·/. but Tutuola, in. a letter to ~ Collins, __ 

~stated: "The king who has horns is in the tradit:ional story of my town.'!-~~ f.eh; 
011'1. Cttt1 Q.a,Ji Jy ( ··$oV r-~--:__., 

In published Yoruba folktale collections 1 it is not ~lf!ieult 1!'(\ find paralle~ 

to other tales and motifs)such as Adebisi's palace adventure in Bachelors' 
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Town in The Brave African Huntress; the three dogs that rescue 

their master from woodchoppers, the journey to the underwater 
C10, .S" t,i m C. 

kingcom, and the town where people -ea-e only water in Feather Woman 
/\ 

of the Jungle; and the dead rats that come alive, the person who 

hides in the pupil of a blacksmith's eye, and the quarrel between 

lenders in Ayaiyi and His Inherited Poverty. Moreover, these 

~books are packed with Yoruba deities, towns, customs, 

superstitions, _and proverbs. Tutuola, despite his reading and 

increased sophistication, apparently chose to remain a teller of 

Yoruba tales. 

There was a fourteen-year gap between publication of Ajaiyi 

and His Inherited Poverty ~nd Tutuola's next long narrative, 

The Witch-Herbalist of the Remote Town (1981}, but the hiatus 

does not appear to have had any measurable impact, positive or 
lr?tk r 

negative, on his chosen mode of storytelling. The narrative is 
/\. 

another rambling, episodic adventure tale, the quest this time being 

for medicine to cure a woman's barrenness. The brave hunter who 

undertakes the hazardous journey to obtain this boon from an expert 
C-

with-herbalist meets many curious creatures along his way, but 
I\ 

eventually his persistence and ingenuity pay off. He gets the 

medicine, sips some of it on his return to stave off hunger, and 

then gives the rest to his wife, who promptly becomes pregnant. 

However , so does he, and he must undergo further trials and torments 

before being cured0or his own mis-cmrcept.~ 
'0 w IS 

Tutuola's next~!ook
1
published five years later,~ a different 

sort of venture, M~oin~a small collection of short traditional 

tales rather than a long, consecutive story fabricated out of a 

concatenation of fictive motifs, some tradition al, some not. Yoruba 

Folktales (1986) is significant as Tutuola's first a t tempt at pure 

narrative p reserva tion; h is o t he r works could be described as 



exercises in impure narrative perversion. In Yoruba Folktales 

he must remain to a large extent faithful to his sources, for 

these stories are ~presented as being the communal literary 

property of his people. He cannot claim to have invented such 

narratives ; he is merely passing them along to others in written 

form and in a foreign language. If he takes any liberties with 

texts, they must be small liberties, the sort that any storyteller 

might take when relating a well-known tale. Verbal excre-s-~ 

~moral essences must stay more or less the same. 

In transcrib-±ng ~ such narratives, most of them L~!Nl 

stories told througnout West Africa, Tutuola remains true to tradition 

but occasionally appears to add some zaniness to spice up 

characterization and plot. 

The only···major change in Tutuola' s storytelling style that 

readers are likely to notice--and some possibly deplore--is 

sociolinguistic in nature: in Yoruba Folktales there are hardly 

any of the grammatical blunders and stylistic infelicities that 

one associates with Tutuola's earlier works. The idiom that 

Dylan Thomas characterized as "young English" is gone almost without 

a trace. The reason for thiJ-is not difficult to discern: 

the book was aimed by i ts publisher at primary-school classrooms, 

and one cannot address a school audience in Nigeria in a fractured 

foreign tongue. Textbook English has to be correct English; 

otherwise the textbook will not be approved for school use. rn 

the case of Yoruba Folktales, an American professor, the lat e 
9-" ;tduola.'s 

Robe~t Wren, was responsible for purifying and~ refining~ 
His q_ 

~language. ~~ works have always been edited to 
'1or11vb"- Fti lk fitle s- m~ tntA.P:k 

some degree by his publishers, but tJ:iis may 1*(.the first time they 
f\_ 

have been edited to such an advanced degree that no naiYe Tutuolaisms 

survive. 



However, for those who may have missed Tutuola's authentic 

narrative voice, anotber book soon followed that had all the 

defining characteristics of the genre he had made distinctively 

his own. Pauper, Brawler and Slanderer (1987) tells of the 

peripatetic adventures of three characters-~two men and a 
N\ ~e, 

woman (Brawler, wife of 
f-

Pauper)-Lwho, rejected by their parents 
M 

and expelled from their town, create havoc wherever they go, 

often getting into amusing scrapes with one another as well as 

with more•ordinary mortals. In the end they stand before the 

Creator in the Land of Judgement and are transformed into smoky 

whirlwinds that blow to every corner of the earth; and "to these 

days they are still roaming about invisibly on earth and yet they 

continue to trouble the people." & 
Tutuola's moot recent bo~The Villaqe Witchfpoctor ~ Other 

COfYl f1i$es '\. 
Stories (1990), collects a dozen of Tutuola's short stories, some 

I\ 

of which had been published previously in magazines or broadcast 

on radio. It¥ is a diverse collection, 

anchored to the life story of a single character or single group 

"< 
of characters, ~ so it more closely resembles Yoruba Folktales 

t.__ 

than any of his other works. Tutuola~also had f urther help 

from ~Wren,so the English is a bit smoother than usual. 

But the same bouyant imagination is in evidence, the same f ascination 

with comically grotesque fantasy worlds. Tutuola , after more than 

forty YG@@es;:;;ei years of writing, remains a very resourceful 

raconteur. 
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Town in j2/B~a;e ~'frican Huntress; t-lie three d/ogs that _;-'es;:ue th,,l:;.i~ /m;;:as r 
r · -· ,. / .,. ,.--·· 1-/ -,.. _, / .,.1" / 

from wo¢g hopp~r~:( the jourttey to ,A:he under.i;.;ater-kingdom~/and,'the town where 

peoplJit o~iy/~ater i~~a~h·:~--~c5{au···of -:-Ii~ Jungle; a:~ .,t::--~~i; ,(a:s that 

)
1/ ' l ,. / I I / ---. , . / f ' ; -/" 

'come rt=ilive. :· tne pers~'./ who hid.es· in th~ p
1
~pil of · a ol~c~mith I s -~ye, and t.,he ·/ 

• ' '/ " / • < / • ' • • / i . ' I ; / ' . / , / ,' ;~- ·-- ,1J/"' I 

quaPrel betwee~. le~ders in Ajaiyi and his Inherited Poverty . . Mor~cver, I : I r . . , ; • / • ;.<i' . .. " 

ith:s:r:?:~~;:_t:~:a:a:;::::;t:o~::i;r::;/4~:::::d c:::t::~ 
.. , , , -~ ,_/ 

ppar.en,qy cltose to r~ a/eH:er of Ye~ · al 
·, I , .• . 
, J '.__,. . 

A few critics, seeking to demonstrate how Tutuola improves upon the mater-

ial he borrows, have contrasted passages in his books with analogous folktales. ~: 

This type of argument, no matter how well documented, is not very persuasive 

because the critic cannot prove that the particular folktale text chosen for 

comparison is the version of the tale that Tutuola knew. Perhaps Tutuola had 

heard a different version, perhaps even a better version than he himself was 

able to tell. Eldred Jones makes the mistake of assumi ng that the Yoruba 
c_.., 

-tradi ti:0mY1 tale on which Tutuola based his account of the self-dismembering 

"complete gentleman" in The Palm-Wine Drinkard is very similar to the Krio 

version of this tale.' ·-"· ..,. Jones therefore credits Tutuola with the invention of 

several striking details, which, though absent from the Krio version,:: are quite 

common in published Yoruba texts of the tale . Even a critic familiar with all 

the published Yoruba versions would not be able to draw a firm line between 

borrowed and invented details in Tutuola's redaction. Without knowing exactly 
C/11 d.. -/rar.,_ where, 

what Tutuola borrowed, it is impossible to know how much he contributed to the 
/\. 

stories he tells. 

Critics who search for literary influences on Tutuola's writing are on 

safer ground insofar as texts are concerned. Bunyan is again a case ·.in pfnt. 
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The episode in which Death shows the palm-wine drinkArtche bones of ~former 

victims appears to be modeled on a scene in The Pilgrim's Progress in which 

,,_~Vet.Ja..of Christian meets the Giant Despair in Doubting Castle. ~L~~=tt=---:mtt~tt-~~-.c-.t~ towns the 
I\ 

drink~rrand other Tutuolan heroes visit bear a distinct resemblance to Vanity 

Fair. And the monsters often seem to belong to the same subrspecies as Bunyan's 

Apollyon,who was "clothed with scales, lika a fish)1. • • J h':; wings like a 

dragon, feet like a bear, and out of his belly came fire and smoke, and his 
---: -

mouth was as the mouth of a lion." However, unlike The Pilgrim's Progress, 

Tutuola's narratives are not religious allegories. They have been influenced 

far more by Yoruba oral tradition than by the Bible. Bunyan may have been 

instructive in teaching Tutuola how to put an extended quest tale together)but 

BunJ~n . r.:: 
~ did not convert him to Christianity. In substance and spirit Tutuola F5'" reMII~,~~ 

~a thoroughly African storyteller. Only in ~e Wild Hunter in the Bush 

of Ghosts,.;;:es Bunyan appear to have left a religious imprint on Tutuola's 

narrative strategy. . 
~ -ft, o l},3 ~ I I $ 

It is~-~ Fagunwa)who remains the crucial literary influence on Tutuola. 
A 1f\ whic-!, beqan hiJ career 

Between 1948 and 1951, the· years Tutuola start'e~ writinq/, Fagunwa published 
/\ I' 7{' 

at least nine books, including a new edition of his first work of fiction, 

o·gboju ode ninu igbo irunmalerc;hieh had originally appeared in l9j~ -" 

Tutuola, who had read this book at school, must have been aware of Fagunwa's 

extraordinary outburst of literary activity in these pos~ar years. Indeed/ 
/1/,., -f/Ao } 0<.-

it is conceivable that ~got both the idea of writi ng stories and the idea 

of submitting them for publication from seeing Fagunwa 's works in print. ~ 

no&td arlie;:~ he tit,~e of utuola' ~..,.,f~st narratp-f'e~ virtua]:J,y) a literal 
. / ,/ _, / _./ / 

tra ~a:'tion of the/2itle of · aggn: a' s fi"t/st pup'lished ale • . And kLe:p ere · st/ _,,.. 
I / / · / · 1L {_ ,,,,.. 

-pdant evi¥ce in criti~ studies ,.:;lo V" English t slat ions . _ exce r . s · · 



~wa I s ~tiort that" :E'·agUn,;;;ra-l~t:teTl-€!-e>--e:~e-FJ:-EH'll-v.7 

~ Yet there are sufficient differences between the 

two writers to show that Tutuola is not merely trans l ating Fagunwa 
tK,fuo/tt-

and that Jire\is always sensitive to the demands of his own narrative. 

Such differences also suggest that1 even when he follows Fagunwa most 

faithfully, he does so from memory rather than from a printed text, 

that>instead of actually plagiarizing;he vividly ricreates what he 

best remembers from Fagunwa's books, knitting the spirit if n ot the 

substance of the most suitable material into the loose fibers of his ow~ 

yarn. 

Because Fagunwa occasionally makes use of material from Yoruba 

oral tradition, it is not always easy to tell when Tutuola is 

borrowing from Fagunwa and when from folktales. For example, both 

write rs use motifs such as the "juju-compas5>" whic h helps 

travel~ers ~d their way; the hall o f singing~ 
-..../ 



@ 
birds

1
which turns out to be a trap; the fierce gatekeeper who must be overcome 

in combat; and the deer-woman who marries a hunter. ·- Tutuola's handling of 

these motifs may owe more to Yoruba oral tradition than to Fagunwa. ~ 

±t -is conceivable tna~Tutuola seems closest to Fagunwa when Fagunwa is closest 

d.§ jmp.oeei.ble to accur:aceJ.y aggero~A-J.a 's d.,gb..tJ;. 
fh¢ 

Fagunwa's books were among those WMdl. taught Tutuola 
va.r, 01,t S 

how to weave a-number 
"- I', 

~ stories into a flexible narrative pattern that could be stretched into 

a book. Fagunwa's contribution to Tutuola should perhaps be measured more 

in terms of overall structure and descriptive technique than in terms of con

tent. Tutuola followed Fagunwa's lead and traveled in the same direction) but 

he did not always walk in Fagunwa's tracks. 

Tutuola has never pretended that his stories were original creations: 

~he has admitted in interviews and letters that he borrowed extensively 

from Yoruba oral tradition and always enjoyed reading works of Fagunwa, Bunyan> 

and other writers who made imaginative use of folktales and stories of fab-
._ .. ~ 

ulous adventure. ~--._._.·Any · storyteller building up his repertoire of tales 

probably would have done the same. In oral art what matters most is not 

uniqueness of invention but adroitness of performance. A storyteller is judged 

not by his capacity for fabricating new stories but by his ability to tell old, 

fact" 
well-known tales in an entertaining manner. This may explain why Tutuola 

/\. 

looted the treasury of ready-made fictions he found around him. 
j f-. 

ely exploiting his cultural heritage, not robbing~ 

Yet some of his earlf critics aintained that~is was an 
.--- -~ - · A work 

"---- . I\. 

act of piracy, especially since Tutuola was writing in English 

He was creativ-

unprincipled 

for a foreign 

audience rather than in Yoruba for his own people. What made it-a]4 t~orse, 
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they said, was that he was an inept craftsman who could not match Fagunwa as 
Acc.oreli115 --tr> S.rntt ai'Ht-"i 

a storyteller and could not write in proper English . /\Tutuola's barbarous 

verbal behavior was giving readers overseas a poor opinion of African~ 

One can understand the virulence of this reaction if one remembers that 

Tutuola's first books appeared at a time when Africans were trying to prove to 

the outside world that they were ready to manage their own political affairs. 

The colonial era was coming to an end, and educated Africans, in their eagerness 

for national independence, were becoming acutely conscious of their image 

abroad. They wanted to give an appearance of modernity, maturity, competence> 
the Twfl,(..ol<>--

and sophistication, but naive fantasies oft-he Lagos messen~projected just 
A A 

the opposite image. ~oore has suggested that Tutuola aroused the anti-

pathy of some of his countrymen by reminding them of a world from which they 

r.mi 
wanted to escape. -

national calamity. 

To such readers Tutuola was a disgrace, a setback, a 
A 

But)to readers in Europe and America)Tutuola was an exotic delight. 

Reviewers. hail.ad :The Palm-Wine Dt inkard as "a- £.an.t.as.t;i~UJJe," -__ ; a~ 

11 poese3sed _of an imagination tliat I~-. ".'J-s'"~e~l:'o-b~~~ssb.Le-1,r e:cadi ca~ 
~ ;;(. trr+,· c. -fir 

.. a3 'eivi3::iza-t1t1~~-~;~ The New Yorker went so far as to say~ "One 
~ J 

catches a glimpse of the very beginning of literature, that moment when writing 

at last seizes and pins 

In a similar vei~ vf. 
(\ 

down the myths and legends of an analphabetic culture." \ 
( Ntw S+v.fesMci,n anl. VCA.:h'an 1 <, fnPt.re..-lA /'/.!'"'-I) 

Pritchett claimed that My Life in the Bush of Ghosts 
t,... 

"discernibly expresses the unconscious of a race and even moments of the night

mare element of our own unconsciousness r. .. r Tutuola's voice is like the 
\.:_/ 

beginning of man on earth."-':,-' The image-conscious Nigerians appar_ently had 

good reason to worry. 

What fascinated many non-African readers of Tutuola was his style~ 
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~tchett characterized it as "a loose, talking pros~·; Dylan Thomas C4,// e.J. i+ 
--afL"young English~ -' ~other as 11 r1alve poer:r~ ' One critic e11en op~ 

~e-emerg~mee of a "neW-- 'road' Af~i-ean-~w-,...;..·+-+·,...,..,...._.,,..,.-+-t_,...,.,--~;-;--

_ _wll-G--..!.'~' roire-TI!~fr-'Etrrt· ~,rud;,---the,,..Pu½es- o-r- gramma~~ 

tear 1ri.gau..-4ftt¼l-i.t--~-he....s.p~ To native speakers of English> 

Tutuola's splintered style was an amusing novelty; to educated Nigerians who 

had spent years honing and polishing their English7it was a schoolboy's abom

ination. 

Tutuola's later books were not as enthusiastically received in England 

and America as his first two. Reviewers complained that '~utuola's ieiom~ 

... &.al.o~eecl.-t-ha~ey-u-se~er•""b'~t,...1~- is••n:0-F1l,,,ef--t.he-n4,g,~ 

&.il~~m"""Of~ff'g''""e~m· ffo6'olcs';"..,.:_"""ctrat....U.One-½-attenrto1l"'~~ ·. 

bt~Ctn -Jo .9-- ~ r 
·Tutuola's writing~ see~ repetitive and deliberately childish rather than 

41easingly child.fJ.ike. ~· Since Faber and Faber no longer took pains to 
~ -

~ ... 
cleanse his manuscripts of their grossest linguistic impurities;~-/ he appeared 

more inarticulate, more splintery, at times almost unintelligibl,e, ~-") 

==...:=...:~<-.,;;;....:;..IC..IC.,~l~em=e~n=t, in a review of Feather Woman recalled the ~ 
ensation" Tutuola's first two books ha t!J 

nothing quite like 

dazzle and 

and the strangeness 

primary colours; the mixture 

and primitivism, and above all 

English language combined to 

propagandists for the 

avant-garde--any 

and 



the pendulum of critical opinion had begun to reverse its direction. Later 

it was to swing back to 

In Nigeria, on the 

a more neutral position~"· -

other hand, the pendulum had started to swing in a 

decidedly more positive direction shortly after independence. In the early 

1960s The Palm-Wine Drinkard was adapted for presentation on the stage as a 

Vttt iou .s 
Yoruba opera, and performances in Nigeria and at a aumber--&t\,drama festivals 

r-
abroad were extremely well received . -- - In the late 1960s and early 1970s 

/IA 1'UO la I J 
a few Nigerian critics began serious reassessments of.Jr.D\_works, studying them 

.. .... z ·, 
with great care. In more recent years there has been a tendency, particularly 

among establis~e~ Nigerian writers, towardj--;;.· greater acceptance of Tutuola~ 

warts and a~~- More is being written about him and his works today than at 

any time in the past, the consensus of opinion being that
1 

though he is n°.t a 

typical author, he is far too important a phenomenon to be overlooked.~ 

His importance resides not only in his eccentricities but also in h~s 

affinities with two established traditions of creative expression. His ~rks 

unite oral and written art, bridging folk narratives on the one hand with 

precursors of the novel (such 

toe much exagger atio'l:l.. Tutuola 

as The Pilgrim's Progress) on the other. 

could be called the miss~lin~ between 

Witheut....._ 

preliterate and literate man, for his creativity is firmly rooted in the cultural 

heritage of both. One sees ~uite ele~r~in his works how two disparate systems 

of expressive conventions can be joined in a productive synthesis. Tutuola's 
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writings will no doubt continue to interest readers for some time to come 

because they are a fascinating amalgam of old and new, indigenous and foreign, !>I~ 
frl~:(if (tt/1 -

oral and writte~. Tutuola, despite obvious limitations, is one of the most 

remarkably successful syncretists in African literature. A. nJ JJ' . 
~ ,r90-vao I 'Jtr,a.> 

lhouo h he hat Mosft:J, res/deJ ;,, .Jba~an) h l ha.i 'tl.r0 -lra..ve.leJ. 4roun 

/tf,i'c~ i;-l,trore:Jai,-.,J '-/1-ie Uri,1-e-d. Sfttfe.r. 1~ 11J?1 '1t- wqs ~ viri-l--ih_J 

f"'e se:,cl-i. -ft,/ ;ak) a+ -11, e, Un; IIU5i f:J ,,f Ife. _; i, .;vJrx;<R,we.s-:-k{/,J Je.r ,()... ); a-nJ , i'I 
Jq83 J,e wtts ttri associa.fe in {he, Int-e.r11Af/ono,.{ Wri+i~ fr°J~ 

He h~s alt6 worktJ. +or 1lle IJ!JQ,r itf!J't 
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